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“The most difficult thing is the decision to act, 
the rest is merely tenacity.”

Amelia Earhart



In any moment of decision, the best thing 
you can do is the right thing, the next best 

thing is the wrong thing, and the worst 
thing you can do is nothing.

Theodore Roosevelt
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Introducing Tim Perry, Co-founder 
& CIO, Healthcare Too

IAST: A New Approach to Finding 
Security Vulnerabilities

Patient 360 & Journey Mapping 
using Graph Technology

We bring you an exclusive peek into 
the life of Tim and how that prepared 
him to be the leader that he is today. 
– “My childhood was a platform for self-
determination. Neither of my parents had 
the luxury of education or executive careers. 
My parents wanted me to find a new path 
beyond what they knew or understood.”

Roberto Velasco, CEO, Hdiv Security, 
illustrates about how Interactive 
Application Security Testing (IAST) tools 
can add value to the security tooling 
of any organization concerned with the 
security of the software. – “One of the most 
important ways to reduce security risks is to 
ensure that all known programming errors 
are corrected before the system is exposed 
to internet traffic.”

Srinivasan Sundararajan writes 
about how a unified view of all patient 
information is essential for improving 
patient outcomes. – “With rising demands 
for quality and cost-effective patient care, 
healthcare providers are focusing on data-
driven diagnostics while continuing to utilize 
their hard-earned human intelligence.”
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Business Intelligence Platform 
RESTful Web Service

Less is More – Go Passwordless!

Anjana K, Ashwin Balaji, Nagalakshmi 
VJ write about how the modern 
security approach is taking us towards 
a passwordless future. – “Our approach 
towards security needs to change and one 
of the better ways to start is with passwords. 
Hackers love passwords - hard for humans 
to remember but easy for hackers to guess.”

Albert Alan gives a comprehensive 
overview of RESTful Web Services. – 
“Representational State Transfer (REST) is a 
style of software architecture for distributed 
systems such as the World Wide Web.”

16 Anoop Aravindakshan writes on Zero Incident 
Framework™ (ZIF) and how it has been 
architected to address the IT Ops issues of 
today and tomorrow. – “Users have the privilege 
to choose what business outcomes are expected 
from the platform and the respective features 
are deployed in the enterprise to deliver the 
chosen outcome.”

Ensure Service Availability and 
Reliability with ZIF



EDITOR’S  
NOTE

Weeks of hard work culminated in a successful client event last month – enGAge 2020. It was a virtual 
event this time, given the pandemic, but no less spectacular than the previous ones. The theme for 
the event was “Leading Through Crisis & Uncertain Times; Enabling Technology to meet Board Room 
imperatives.” We had some senior and esteemed leaders join us for the event.

It was truly inspiring to have leaders from Johnson & Johnson, Merck, Premier Inc., Siemens Healthineers, 
SCO Family of Services, Blue Shield of California, Wells Fargo, along with the cofounder of Netflix, share 
their experiences and stories of leadership with us. I am sure we all took away a few things that we could 
implement both in our work and our personal lives. 

The leaders also spoke about how technology was implemented at their organizations to help combat 
the ongoing crisis. All the leaders agreed that times like these call for a different kind of leadership that is 
instrumental to the future of their organizations. 

In this edition, we introduce to you Mr. Tim Perry, Co-founder & CIO, Healthcare Too. We bring you an 
exclusive peek into the life of Tim and how that prepared him to be the leader that he is today. 

Roberto Velasco, CEO, Hdiv Security, has written ‘IAST: A New Approach to Finding Security 
Vulnerabilities’. He writes, “One of the most important ways to reduce security risks is to ensure that all known 
programming errors are corrected before the system is exposed to internet traffic.”

Srinivasan Sundararajan has written ‘Patient 360 & Journey Mapping using Graph Technology’. He writes, 
“With rising demands for quality and cost-effective patient care, healthcare providers are focusing on data-
driven diagnostics while continuing to utilize their hard-earned human intelligence.”

Anoop Aravindakshan has written Ensure Service Availability and Reliability with ZIF. He writes, “Users 
have the privilege to choose what business outcomes are expected from the platform and the respective 
features are deployed in the enterprise to deliver the chosen outcome.”

Albert Alan has written ‘Business Intelligence Platform RESTful Web Service’. He writes, 
“Representational State Transfer (REST) is a style of software architecture for distributed systems such as the 
World Wide Web.”

Anjana K, Ashwin Balaji, Nagalakshmi VJ have written ‘Less is More – Go Passwordless!’. They write, “Our 
approach towards security needs to change and one of the better ways to start is with passwords. Hackers 
love passwords - hard for humans to remember but easy for hackers to guess.”

Happy Reading!

Soumika Das
Editor 



Leading Through 

Crisis & Uncertain Times

Chinese philosopher Laozi is said to have written, 
“Prosperity rests on disaster, disaster is hidden in 
prosperity. Who knows the line that separates them?”

Leaders all around the world have been faced with 
a crisis that they may not feel equipped to deal with. 
However, it is this very crisis that will be the defining 
moment of their careers and possibly their lives. 

https://youtu.be/EQRndbb5I7Q


Leadership matters more in a crisis - from 
alleviating anxiety to instilling a renewed sense of 
purpose. It is this purpose that guides action. 
History is witness to many crises weathered by 
gritty and visionary leaders. It would perhaps be 
wise to take a leaf out of their books. But alas, there 
is no playbook to guarantee success. Each must 
carve out their own paths. After all, today’s scars are 
tomorrow’s stripes.

With this context, we decided the most fitting 
theme for our annual client event – “Leading 
Through Crisis & Uncertain Times; Enabling 
Technology to meet Board Room imperatives.”

enGAge went virtual this time. We were truly 
humbled to have some of the most esteemed 
and senior leaders agree to be a part of this 
event. Together they discussed their personal 
interpretation of Leadership, how they have 
navigated through this crisis and how they 
have leveraged technology to meet some of 
their organizational aspirations and board room 
imperatives.

We started off with a message from Alex Gorsky, 
CEO of Johnson & Johnson. He reinforced 
something that we have been hearing a lot this 
year – it has been an incredible test of our collective 
leadership; but it has also presented us with an 
incredible opportunity. He called for leaders to lean 
in more than ever into a particularly responsive and 
agile type of leadership and turn moments of crisis 
into moments of opportunity.

We were excited to have the first CEO and co-
founder of Netflix, Marc Randolph, deliver one 
of the keynote sessions. A veteran Silicon Valley 
entrepreneur, investor, mentor, and a bestselling 
author, Marc spoke on “The Birth of Netflix and 
the Amazing Life of an Idea”. He shared valuable 
insights through his stories. One that stood out was, 
“If you are not going to disrupt yourself, someone 
else will disrupt it for you…The truly innovative 
companies are the ones that learn to think like start-
ups.” According to him, ideas, confidence, and a 
tolerance of risk are the only 3 things you need to 
be innovative. 

We had the second keynote session from Sanat 
Chattopadhyay, EVP, Merck, President, Merck 
Manufacturing. In his decade long tenure at Merck, 
he had to lead through multiple crises which taught 
him a humbling lesson – “You cannot prepare for 
everything”. He believes that Aspirational Leadership 
is critical in a crisis. A leader should become the 
intent architect during such times. However, intent 
alone rarely transforms into action, having the right 
people matters!

We then had Leigh Anderson, President, 
Performance Services, Premier Inc., and David 
Pacitti, President, Siemens Healthineers USA, 
speak on the Role of Technology in Leading 
through the New Normal. Being in the healthcare 
space, both the organizations had to step up and 
help those on the frontlines with their solutions 
and services. As articulated by David Pacitti, “This 
was an important time for corporates to step in and 
help out.” Towards that, Siemens Healthineers were 
involved in building modular spaces with imaging 
capabilities, mobile imaging devices, AI algorithms 
to detect atypical viral patterns like the coronavirus, 
anti-body tests, among others. 

Leigh Anderson spoke of the strategies Premier 
focused on to help their country deal with the 
pandemic. They had to pivot agilely to support 
their customers and the community – an absolute 
essential in times of crisis. 

The virtual fireside chat with Joe Makoid, Senior 
Advisor, GAVS, and Howie Long, NFL Hall of 
Famer, Sports Analyst and Actor, was absolutely 
enthralling. Howie Long shared his inspirational 
story of how his not-so-perfect childhood helped 
push him to give his best and outwork everyone 
else, physically and mentally. 

The last session of the event was a panel discussion 
on Enabling Technology to meet with Business 
Imperatives. The panel members were some of 
the senior leaders of technology – Jane Aboyoun, 
CIO, SCO Family of Services, Lisa Davis, SVP & 
CIO, Blue Shield of California, and Kiran Kaur, 
Chief Technology Office: Head of Platform 
Management, Wells Fargo. As women in male-
dominated sectors, they spoke about how they had 
to develop their confidence, persevere, and grit it 
out to make a mark. 

They spoke about how the role of IT has evolved 
greatly into that of a strategic business partner. One 
statement that stood out was, “The pandemic hasn’t 
slowed us down; it has accelerated our initiatives and 
digital transformation as well as the transformation of 
healthcare.” 

The host of the event, Jeremy Grigg, remarked that 
we heard a full spectrum of preparation stories from 
our speakers – from “You can’t prepare for anything” 
to “You can’t prepare for everything” to “Prepare and 
work hard so that you can reach the C-suite in your 
career!”

We are grateful to all those who attended the event 
and worked tirelessly behind the scenes to make 
this virtual event a success. We look forward to 
meeting all everyone in person and to more exciting 
sessions at enGAge 2021.
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1. Tell us something about your childhood. What 
were the values instilled in you which helped 
you excel later in your life? 

My childhood was a platform for self-determination. 
Neither of my parents had the luxury of education 
or executive careers. My parents wanted me to find 
a new path beyond what they knew or understood. 
Throughout my childhood I blazed my own trail 
with academics, athletics, and a blend of cultural 
values from Hillbilly Appalachia and Modern 
Society. I saw my mother laid off from the box 
company where she worked on the line whenever 
there was an economic downturn until, finally, they 
closed the factory permanently. My father worked 

over 30 years for a small Ohio town, starting on the 
maintenance crew and part-time janitor until his 
talents as a mechanic moved him into a dedicated 
role to maintain the town’s vehicles. These 
experiences always promoted in me a perspective 
to build on what I have and not worry about what I 
do not have. 

2. When did you discover your passion for 
technology?

In college I wrote a simple program for my 
Commodore 64 (showing my age now) to play 
a card game, Euchre, when we needed a fourth 
person. It was a simple program even by standards 
at the time, but I was enthralled by how the 
computer could be used to solve a human problem.
  
3. What have been some of the biggest 

challenges in your life and how that has 
shaped you?

Transitioning from a technology leader to a people 
leader. One of my managers once told me that it 
was easier to program computers than people. 
He was right, but then I stopped trying to program 
people. Eventually I learnt that results came from 
serving people, not programming and directing. 
Serving doesn’t mean becoming a doormat. Serving 
means engaging at the human level and listening 
for passion and strengths. Serving means letting 
people be their best selves and enjoying the 
journey with them.

4. Tell us about the biggest risk you have ever 
taken.

Going to college. My father never finished 7th 
grade to help his family earn money from crops 
and odd jobs. My mother struggled through high 
school and was the first in her family to graduate. 
Completing high school was considered more than 
enough throughout my extended family. Attending 

Tim Perry

Co-founder & CIO, Healthcare Too
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a university was simply a luxury that no one could 
afford. When I was accepted at The Ohio State 
University, not all my friends and family thought 
it was a good idea. Luckily, my no-nonsense 
Grandma Perry summed it all up when I told her 
I was going to college: “Timmy”, she said, “I don’t 
know what that means but you do it if you want to. 
You know Grandma loves you.”
I started at OSU in remedial English because I 
had scored so poorly on the ACT. I graduated with 
Honors and Distinction. I did not find a job for two 
years after graduating in the top of my class. I went 
back and earned a Master of Public Administration. 
After several years of IT consulting jobs, I realized 
I could do more. I was accepted at the University 
of Pennsylvania’s Wharton School of Business 
and School of Engineering and Applied Science. 
I finished my Master of Technology Management 
the year after my daughter was born and the year 
before my son was born. At that time, I also started 
a wonderful executive role with Johnson & Johnson, 
leading a team around the world to deliver IT 
services. Life is what you make it.

5. Tell us something about the social cause(s) 
that you support.

80% of what determines our health is not clinical, 
yet we spend nearly 100% of our healthcare dollars 
for clinical interventions in a sick care model. I 
am passionate about improving real healthcare 
that includes social determinants of health and 
integrates systems like Traditional Chinese Medicine 
and Ayurveda that have centuries of lessons to 
share. We must use every tool to help prevent the 
preventable. In addition to continuing our family 
business, HealthCare Too, I have truly enjoyed 
helping the good folks at AgFirst Farm Credit Bank 
support farmers so they may continue to meet 
global needs for real food for better well-being.

6. If you could meet any leader from any sphere 
of life, present or past, who would it be and 
why?

Fred Rogers, creator and star of Mister Rogers’ 
Neighborhood. I always admired his willingness 
and ability to focus on the human connection, 
even through television. His positive and simple 
messages are still with me today.

7. How would you define success?

Paying it forward. It’s not enough that you pay back 
those who have helped you (and obviously you 
should). Real success is when you help those who 
need help and have no way to give you anything. 
Real success is not just advancing yourself, your 
team, or your organization. Real success is getting 

those results and ensuring to bring along others 
who currently cannot give you anything.

8. Looking back on your journey and knowing 
what you know now, what is the one piece of 
advice you would have given yourself along 
the way?

There are two similar things from different sources. 
Up to my mid 30s most of my success and my 
leadership style had been very “dominate and win”. 
Around that time, I had two fortunate experiences: 1) 
I began to practice Taiji Chuan (and have practiced 
every day of my life for 20 years) and I connected 
with a mentor at Johnson & Johnson. From both 
these sources, I learned the value of listening and 
accepting. My mentor at J&J, Steve Piron, shared 
this: “It is what it is.” His explanation was that we 
often cannot change things and needed to accept 
that… not that we accept the status quo, but not 
waste energy and look for a different approach to 
address the situation.  My readings related to Taiji 
surfaced this gem: “You must yield to overcome.” 
Yielding to overcome makes no sense, until you 
push on a Tai Chi master (with permission) and 
realize there is nothing on which to push.

Now, neither of these lessons were a  fit for my 
“dominate and win” mentality. But both made sense 
to me. There is probably enough material from 
those two phrases to fill a book but I would boil it 
down to this for my younger self: Energy is precious 
so don’t waste it trying to dominate and win but 
invest it in being there.

9. In your opinion, what is the ideal way to lead 
in a crisis?

Transparency and no spin. People are smart and 
information is widely available. I see three specific 
points:  

1)  Connect with the humanity of the crisis: “How will 
I pay bills?”,  “How do I take care of my family?”, etc.

2)  Listen for what must change in the organization 
and existing priorities.

3)  Look for opportunities where the organization 
can disrupt the market as well as be disrupted.

10. What is your advice to those who want to 
pursue a career in STEM or management?

In whatever capacity your career leads, just be 
there for yourself and those around you. Your career 
is your opportunity for contribution. Seek your 
passions. Engage your strengths. Listen deeply. 
Connect freely. 
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Roberto Velasco is the CEO of Hdiv Security. He has 
been involved with the IT and security industry for 
the past 16 years and is experienced in software 
development, software architecture and application 
security across different sectors such as banking, 
government and energy. Prior to founding Hdiv 
Security, Roberto worked for 8 years as a software 
architect and co-founded ARIMA, a company 
specialized in software architecture. He regularly 
speaks at Software Architecture and cybersecurity 
conferences such as Spring I/O and APWG.eu. 

One of the most prevalent misconceptions about 
cybersecurity, especially in the mainstream media 
and also among our clients, is that to conduct 
a successful attack against an IT system it is 
necessary to ‘investigate’ and find a new defect in 
the target’s system. 

However, for most security incidents involving 
internet applications, it is enough to simply exploit 
existing and known programming errors.

For instance, the dramatic Equifax breach could 
have been prevented by following basic software 
security best-practices, such as patching the 
system to prevent known vulnerabilities. That was, 
in fact, one of the main takeaways from the forensic 
investigation led by the US federal government. 

One of the most important ways to reduce security 
risks is to ensure that all known programming 
errors are corrected before the system is exposed 
to internet traffic. Research bodies such as the US 
NIST found that correcting security bugs early on is 
orders of magnitude cheaper than doing so when 
the development has been completed.

When composing a text in a text editor, the spelling 
and grammar corrector highlights the mistakes in 
the text. Similarly, there are security tools known 
as AST (Application Security Testing) that find 
programming errors that introduce security 
weaknesses. ASTs report the file and line where the 
vulnerability is located, in the same way that a text 
editor reports the page and the line that contains a 
typo. 

In other words, these tools allow developers to 
build software that is largely free of security-related 
programming errors, resulting in more secure 
applications.
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Just like it is almost impossible to catch all errors in 
a long piece of text, most software contains many 
serious security vulnerabilities. The fact that some 
teams do not use any automated help at all, makes 
these security weaknesses all the most prevalent 
and easy to exploit. 

Let’s take a look at the different types of security 
issue detection tools also known as ASTs, or 
vulnerability assessment tools, available in the 
market. 

The Traditional Approach

Two mature technologies capture most of the 
market: static code analysis (SAST) and web 
scanners (dynamic analysis or DAST). Each of 
these two families of tools is focused on a different 
execution environment.

The SAST static analysis, also known as white-box 
analysis because the tool has access to the source 
code of the application, scans the source code 
looking for known patterns that indicate insecure 
programming that could lead to a vulnerability.

The DAST dynamic analysis replicates the view 
of an attacker. At this point, the tool executes 
hundreds or thousands of queries against the 
application designed to replicate the activity of 
an attacker to find security vulnerabilities. This is 
a black-box analysis because the point of view 
is purely external, with no knowledge of the 
application’s internal architecture.

The level of detail provided by the two types of 
tools is different. SAST tools provide file and line 
where the vulnerability is located, but no URL, 
while DAST tools provide the external URL, but no 
details on the location of the problem within the 

code base of the application. Some teams use both 
tools to improve visibility, but this requires long and 
complex triaging to manage the vulnerabilities.

The Interactive AST Approach

The Interactive Application Security Testing 
(IAST) tools combine the static approach and 
the dynamic approach. They have access to the 
internal structure of the application, and to the way 
it behaves with actual traffic. This privileged point of 
view is ideal to conduct security analysis.

From an architecture point of view, the IAST tools 
become part of the infrastructure that hosts the 
web applications, because an IAST runs together 
with the application server. This approach is 
called instrumentation, and it is implemented by 
a component known as an agent. Other platforms 
such as Application Performance Monitoring tools 
(APMs) share this proven approach.

Once the agent has been installed, it incorporates 
automatic security sensors in the critical execution 
points of the application. These sensors monitor 
the dataflow between requests and responses, the 
external components that the application includes, 
and data operations such as database access. This 
broad-spectrum coverage is much better than the 
visibility that SAST and DAST rely on. 

In terms of specific results, we can look at 
two important metrics - how many types of 
vulnerabilities the tool finds, and how many of the 
identified vulnerabilities are false positives. Well, 
the best DAST is able to find only 18% of the existing 
vulnerabilities on a test application. And even 
worse, around 50% of the vulnerabilities reported 
by the best SAST static analysis tool are not true 
problems!
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The IAST approach provides these tangible 
benefits:

1. Complete coverage, because the entire 
application is reviewed, both the custom code 
and the external code, such as open-source 
components and legacy dependencies. 

2. Flexibility, because it can be used in all 
environments; development, quality assurance 
(QA), and production.

3. High accuracy, because the combination of 
static and dynamic point of views allow us to 
find more vulnerabilities with no false positives.

4. Complete vulnerability information, including 
the static aspects (source code details) and 
dynamic aspects (execution details).

5. Reduction of the duration of the security 
verification phase, so that the time-to-market of 
the secure applications is shorter.

6. Compatible with agile development 
methodologies, such as DevSecOps, because 
it can be easily automated, and reduces the 
manual verification activities

IAST tool can add tons of value to the security 
tooling of any organization concerned with the 
security of the software. 

In the same way that everyone uses an automated 
spell checker to find typos in a document, 
we believe that any team would benefit from 
an automated validation of the security of an 
application.

However, the AST does not represent a security 
utopia, since they can only detect security 
problems that follow a common pattern. 



Srinivasan Sundararajan

360 Degree View of Patient

With rising demands for quality and cost-effective 
patient care, healthcare providers are focusing 
on data-driven diagnostics while continuing to 
utilize their hard-earned human intelligence. In 
other words, data-driven healthcare is augmenting 
human intelligence.

360 Degree View of Patient, as it is called, plays a 
major role in delivering the required information to 
the providers. It is a unified view of all the available 
information about a patient. It could include but is 
not limited to the following information:

• Appointments made by the patients

• Interaction with different doctors

• Medications prescribed by the doctors

• Patient’s relationship to other patients within 
the eco-systems specially to identify the family 
history related risks 

• Patient’s admission to hospitals or other 
healthcare facilities

• Discharge and ongoing care

• Patient personal wellness activities

• Patient billing and insurance information

• Linkages to the same patient in multiple 
disparate databases within the same hospital 

• Information about a patient’s involvement in 
various seminars, medical-related conferences, 
and other events

Patient 360 & Journey Mapping 
using Graph Technology
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Limitations of Current Methods 

As evident in most hospitals, these information are 
usually scattered across multiple data sources/
databases. Hospitals typically create a data 
warehouse by consolidating information from 
multiple resources and try to create a unified 
database. However, this approach is done using 
relational databases and the relational databases 
rely on joining tables across entities to arrive at 
a complete picture. The RDBMS is not meant to 
handle relationships which extend to multiple hops 
and require drilling down to many levels.

Role of Graph Technology & Graph Databases

A graph database is a collection of nodes (or 
entities typically) and edges (or relationships). A 
node represents an entity (for example, a person 
or an organization) and an edge represents a 
relationship between the two nodes that it connects 
(for example, friends). Both nodes and edges may 
have properties associated with them. 

While there are multiple graph databases in the 
market today like, Neo4J, JanusGraph, TigerGraph, 
the following technical discussions pertain to graph 
database that is part of SQL server 2019. The main 
advantage of this approach is that it helps utilize the 
best RDBMS features wherever applicable, while 
keeping the graph database options for complex 
relationships like 360 degree view of patients, 
making it a true polyglot persistence architecture.

As mentioned above, in SQL Server 2019 a graph 
database is a collection of node tables and edge 
tables. A node table represents an entity in a graph 
schema. An edge table represents a relationship 
in a graph. Edges are always directed and connect 
two nodes. An edge table enables users to model 
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many-to-many relationships in the graph. Normal 
SQL Insert statements are used to create records 
into both node and edge tables. 

While the node tables and edge tables represent 
the storage of graph data there are some 
specialized commands which act as extension of 
SQL and help with traversing between the nodes to 
get the full details like patient 360 degree data.

MATCH statement 

MATCH statement links two node tables through a 
link table, such that complex relationships can be 
retrieved. An example, 

-- use MATCH in SELECT to find friends of Alice
SELECT Person2.name AS FriendName
FROM Person Person1, friend, Person Person2
WHERE MATCH(Person1-(friend)->Person2)
AND Person1.name = ‘Alice’;

SHORTEST_PATH statement 

It finds the relationship path between two node 
tables by performing multiple hops recursively. It is 
one of the useful statements to find the 360 degree 
of a patient.

There are more options and statements as part 
of graph processing. Together it will help identify 
complex relationships across business entities and 
retrieve them.

GRAPH processing In Rhodium  

As mentioned in my earlier articles (Healthcare Data 
Sharing & Zero Knowledge Proofs in Healthcare 
Data Sharing), GAVS Rhodium framework enables 
Patient and Data Management and Patient Data 
Sharing and graph databases play a major part in 
providing patient 360 as well as for provider (doctor) 
credentialing data. The below screen shots show 
the samples from reference implementation.



About the Author

Srini is the Technology Advisor for 
GAVS. He is currently focused on Data 
Management Solutions for new-age 
enterprises using the  combination of 
Multi Modal databases,  Blockchain and 
Data Mining. The solutions aim  at data 
sharing within enterprises as well as with 
external stakeholders.
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Patient Journey Mapping

Typically, a patient’s interaction with the healthcare 
service provider goes through a cycle of events. 
The goal of the provider organization is to make 
this journey smooth and provide the best care to 
the patients. It should be noted that not all patients 
go through this journey in a sequential manner, 
some may start the journey at a particular point and 
may skip some intermediate journey points. Proper 
data collection of events behind patient journey 
mapping will also help with the future prediction of 
events which will ultimately help with patient care.

Patient 360 data collection plays a major role in 
building the patient journey mapping. While there 
could be multiple definitions, the following is one 
of the examples of mapping between patient 360 
degree events and patient journey mapping.

The below diagram shows an example of a patient journey mapping information.

Understanding patients better is essential for 
improving patient outcomes. 360 degree of patients 
and patient journey mapping are key components 
for providing such insights. While traditional 
technologies lack the need of providing those links, 
graph databases and graph processing will play a 
major role in patient data management. 



Anoop Aravindakshan

Ensure Service Availability and 
Reliability with ZIF

ICEBERG STATE IN ITOps

Many IT operations are in an ‘ICEBERG’ state even 
today. Do not be surprised if your organization is 
also one of them. Issues and incidents that surfaces 
to the top are the ones that are known to the team. 
But the unknown issues are not uncovered. 

Therefore, enterprises have started to embark 
on artificial intelligence to help them identify and 
track the unknown issues within the complex IT 
landscape. 

OBSERVABILITY USING ZIF

ZIF, architected and developed on the premise 
of observability, not only helps with visibility but 
also enables discovering deeper insights, thus 
freeing up more time for more strategic initiatives. 
This becomes critical to the overall success of Site 
Reliability Engineering (SRE) in enterprises.

Externalizing the internal state of systems, services 
and application to the maximum, helps in complete 
observability.

To survive in the current climate, most 
enterprises have already embarked on their 
digital transformation journeys. This is leading to 
uncertainty in the way applications and services 
supporting the applications are being monitored 
and managed. Inadequate information is leading 
to downtime in service availability for end-users 
eventually resulting in unhappy users and revenue 
loss.

Zero Incident Framework™ has been architected to 
address the IT Ops issues of today and tomorrow. 

Leveraging the power of Artificial Intelligence 
on telemetry data ingested in real-time, ZIF can 
provide insights and resolve forecasted issues – 
resulting in the availability of application service 
when end-user wants the service at the right time.

Business Value delivered to customers from ZIF

• Minimum 40% reduction in capital expenses 
and minimum 50% reduction in IT operational 
cost

• Faster resolution by 60% (MTTR)
• Service availability of 99.99%
• ZIF bots to increase productivity by a minimum 

of 80%
• Increased user experience measured by 

metrics (UEI) User Experience Index
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Pillars of Observability – Events | Metrics | Traces

Ensure SERVICE RELIABILITY

“Reliability is defined as the probability that an 
application, system, or service will perform its 
intended function adequately for a specified period or 
will operate in a defined environment without failure.”

ZIF has mastered the art of predicting device, 
application & service failure, or performance 
degradation. This unique proposition from ZIF gives 
IT engineers the edge on service reliability of all 
applications, systems, or services that they are 
responsible for. ZIF’s auto-remediation bots can 
resolve predicted issues to make sure the intended 
function performs as and when expected by users.

Monitoring Vs. Observability
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SERVICE AVAILABILITY

Availability is measured as the percentage of time 
your service or system or application is available. 
A small variation in availability percentage will have 
to be addressed on priority. A 99.999% availability 
allows only 5.26 minutes of downtime a year, 
whereas 99% availability allows downtime of 3.65 
days a year.

ZIF helps IT engineers achieve the agreed upon 
availability of application or system by learning 

the usage of the system and application from the 
metrics that are collected from the environment. 
Collecting the right metrics helps in getting the 
right availability. With the help of unsupervised 
algorithms, patterns are learned which helps in 
discovering when the application or system is 
required the most and then predicting any potential 
downtime. With above 95% accuracy in prediction, 
ZIF can achieve 99.99% availability for application 
and devices which allows 52.56 minutes downtime 
a year.

ZIF’s goal has always been to deliver the right 
business outcomes for the stakeholders. Users 
have the privilege to choose what business 
outcomes are expected from the platform and the 
respective features are deployed in the enterprise 
to deliver the chosen outcome.
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Albert Alan

Restful API

RESTful Web Services are REST architecture-based 
web services. Representational State Transfer 
(REST) is a style of software architecture for 
distributed systems such as the World Wide Web. 
In this architectural style, data and functionality 
is considered resources and are accessed using 
Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs), typically links 
on the Web.

Business Intelligence Platform 
RESTful Web Service
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REST has some advantages over SOAP (Simple 
Objects Access Protocol) but is similar in 
technology since it is also a function call via 
HTTP protocol. REST is easier to call from various 
platforms, transfers pure human-readable data in 
JSON or XML and is faster and saves resources.

In the basic idea of REST, an object is accessed 
via REST, not its methods. The state of the object 
can be changed by the REST access. The change 
is caused by the passed parameters. A frequent 
application is the connection of the SAP PI via the 
REST interface.

When to use Rest Services

• You want to access BI platform repository 
objects or perform basic scheduling.

• You want to use a programming language that 
is not supported by another BI platform SDK.

• You want to extract all the query details and 
number of records per query for all the reports 
like Webi and Crystal, etc.

• You want to extract folder path of all reports at 
once.

Process Flow

RESTful Web Service Requests

To make a RESTful web service request, you need 
the following:

• URL - The URL that hosts the RESTful web 
service.

• Method - The type of HTTP method to use for 
sending the request, for example GET, PUT, 
POST, or DELETE.

• Request header - The attributes that describe 
the request.

• Request body - Additional information that is 
used to process the request.



Common RWS Error MessagesRestful Web Service URIs Summary List

 » To Get the xml/json response
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Extended Workflow

The workflow is as follows:

 » To Pass the Base URL

GET http:///localhost:6405/biprws/v1/users

 » To Pass the Headers



Automation of Rest Call

The Business Intelligence platform RESTful 
Web Service  (BI-REST-SDK) allows you to 
programmatically access the BI platform 
functionalities such as administration, security 
configuration and modification of the repository. 

In addition, to the Business Intelligence platform 
RESTful web service SDK, you can also use the 
SAP Crystal Reports RESTful Web Services  (CR 
REST SDK) and SAP Web Intelligence RESTful Web 
Services (WEBI REST SDK).

Implementation

An application has been designed and 
implemented using Java to automate the extraction 
of SQL query for all the webi reports from the server 
at once.

Tools used:

• Postman (Third party application)
• Eclipse IDE

The structure of the application is as below:

The application file comprises of the required java 
jar files, java class files, java properties files and 
logs. Java class files (SqlExtract) are the source 
code and will be compiled and executed using 
command prompt as:

The java properties file (log4j) is used to set the 
configurations for the java code to run. Also, the 
path for the log file can be set in the properties file.

The logs (SqlExtractLogger) consist of the required 
output file with all the extracted query for the webi 
reports along with the data source name, type 
and the row count for each query in the respective 
folder in the path set by the user in properties file.
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The application is standalone and can run in any 
windows platform or server which has java JRE 
(version greater than 1.6 – preferred) installed in it.

Note: All the above steps required to execute the 
application are consolidated in the (steps) file.

Conclusion

SAP BO provides Restful web service to traverse 
through its repository, to fetch structural info and to 
modify the metadata structure based on the user 
requirements. When integrated with programming 
languages like python, java, etc., extends the scope 
to a greater extent, allowing the user to automate 
the workflows and to solve the backtracking 
problems.

Handling Restful web service needs expertise in 
server administration and programming as changes 
made to the metadata are irreversible.
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Anjana K Ashwin BalajiNagalakshmi VJ

In today’s world, old security paradigms don’t apply 
anymore. Our approach towards security needs 
to change and one of the better ways to start is 
with passwords. Hackers love passwords - hard for 
humans to remember but easy for hackers to guess. 
Hence, organizations tried enforcing complex 
password policies. But it turned out to be time-
consuming and costly to implement. This system 
did not produce desired output.

Less is More – Go Passwordless!
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Then came multifactor authentication, where 
the user enters password and receives a ‘unique 
passcode’. This unique passcode has a limited 
lifetime, making it valid for one time use only. This 
system proved to reduce the risk by 99.9 %. But was 
again costly to implement and time-consuming for 
the user.

Organizations then moved on to password-less 
authentication (biometrics, USB keys, badges, 
wearables etc.). This proved to be safer than the 
older authentication techniques and cheaper on a 
long run. Some of the widely used Passwordless 
solutions are Ping Identity, Windows Hello, 
Authentiq, etc.

How does Passwordless Authentication work?

Windows Hello

A biometrics-based technology, Windows Hello 
enables Windows 10 users to authenticate secure 
access to their devices and online services with 
just a fingerprint or facial recognition. The sign-in 
mechanism is user-friendly and a more reliable 
method to access critical devices, services, and 
data than traditional logins. It limits the attack 
surface for Windows 10 by eliminating the password 
needs and other methods under which identities 
are likely to be stolen.

“The password remains the frequently used sign-in 
mechanism, but also a source of frustration for end 
users…” Raul Castañon-Martinez, senior analyst, 451 
Research.

Moving from traditional passwords to stronger 
authentication forms is said to be a great challenge 
in online computing. 



TPM Chips

The Trusted Platform Module (TPM) technology 
provides hardware-based, security-related 
functions. A TPM chip is a crypto processor that 
carries out cryptographic operations in a secured 
manner. It is a chip that includes multiple physical 
security mechanisms making it tamper-resistant so 
that malicious software does not affect the security 
functions. The advantages of using TPM technology 
are:

• Generate, limit, and store the use of 
cryptographic keys

• Ensure platform integrity by storing security 
measurements

• For platform device authentication, the TPM’s 
unique RSA key is burned into itself

Common TPM functions are that it is used for 
system integrity measurements and for creating 
and using cryptographic key. When a system is 
booted, the boot code (firmware and the operating 
system components) can be measured and stored 
in the TPM. The integrity measurements are records 
for how a system started and to make sure that a 
TPM-based key was used only when the correct 
software was used to boot the system.

One of the commonly used configuration options is 
to make a TPM-based key unavailable outside the 
TPM. This is useful in mitigating phishing attacks. 
Another way is for it to require an authorization 
value for it to be used. In case of multiple incorrect 
authorization guesses, the TPM activates the in-
built dictionary attack logic, thus preventing further 
authorization value guesses.

Microsoft Authenticator

This can be used to sign-in to any Azure AD 
account without a password. It uses key-based 
authentication to enable a user credential that is 
tied to a device and uses a biometric or PIN. This 
can be used on any device platform, including 
mobile, and any app or website that integrates with 
Microsoft authentication libraries. The prerequisite 
being Azure Multi-Factor Authentication with push 
notifications is allowed as a verification method.

Steps:

1. User provides credentials
2. Azure AD starts the Strong Credential flow
3. Notification is sent to app via Firebase Cloud 

Messaging on Android devices
4. The user receives notification and opens the 

app
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5. The application calls Azure AD and receives a 
proof-of-presence challenge and nonce

6. The user completes the challenge by entering 
their biometric/PIN to unlock private key

7. The nonce is signed with private key and sent 
back to Azure AD

8. Azure AD performs the key validation and 
returns token

FIDO2 Security keys

FIDO2 (Fast Identity Online) is an evolution of 
the U2F (Universal 2nd Factor) authentication 
standard based on public key cryptography using 
hardware. This is a standard which is intended for 
solving multiple user scenarios which includes 
strong first factor (password-less) and multi-factor 
authentication. FIDO allows users and organizations 
to sign-in to their resources without a username 
or password using an external security key or a 
platform key built into a device.

FIDO2 security keys are for those who are unable to 
use their phone as a second factor.

How it works

Microsoft has been working on Windows, Edge 
browser, and online Microsoft accounts, to enable 
strong passwordless authentication with partners. 
Security keys allow you to safely authenticate to 
an Azure AD enabled Windows 10 device of your 
organization. One can use any shared Windows 
device belonging to their organization and 
authenticate securely — without needing to enter 
username and password or set up Windows Hello 
beforehand. These keys have all the benefits of a 
secured enclave to store credentials being portable 
thus enabling more use cases for deskless and 
remote workers.

Steps:

1. The user plugs the FIDO2 security key into their 
computer

2. Windows detects the security key
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3. Windows sends an authentication request
4. Azure AD sends back a nonce
5. The user completes the gesture to unlock 

the private key stored in the FIDO2’s secure 
enclave

6.  The FIDO2 key signs the nonce with the private 
key.

7.  The primary refresh token request with signed 
nonce is sent to Azure AD.

8. Azure AD verifies the signed nonce using the 
FIDO2 public key.

9. Azure AD returns PRT to enable access to on-
premises resources.

The Future is Passwordless

After decades of service, the password is about to 
become redundant. Passwordless authentication 
makes life easier for the users and customers – 
which is extremely valuable as user-experience is 
one of the major differentiators between brands.

Do we still need passwords? Think about it.
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The ultimate measure of a man is not where 
he stands in the moments of comfort, but 

where he stands at times of challenge 
and controversy.

John Maxwell
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